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A B S T RAe T

A method of the fields of refracted wave amplitudes has been
developed for analysis of horizontal inhomogeneities of the
medium on the basis of refracted wave attenuation factor. The
essence of this method is the transition from amplitudes at the
surface to amplitudes at the refactive boundary and then
determination of the boundary attenuation coefficients after
gliding wave divergence exclusion. The problem of seismic
monitoring in chosen region and attenuation tomography can be
solved by using the amplitude fields method.
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AVaTITUOETal ~la ~EeOOO~, TIoU a~opa Ta TIAaT~ TWV olaeAW~EVWV
xu~aTwv ~E OXOTIO TOV TIPOOOlOPlO~6 0pl~OVT[WV avo~oloYEVlWV OTO
~€OO ola6oo~s.
H ~teooos paoC~ETal OTOV TIapayovTa aTIOOpEO~~ TWV
6laeAW~EVWV
xu~aTwv.
H o~~ao[a T~S ~Eeo6ou EyxElTal, OT~V
~ETapao~

OT~V ETIl~aVEla OE TIA6T~ xal
opla T~S ETIl~6vElas ol6eAaa~s a~ou
yCVEl ~ OlOpewa~ AOYW olaarropas. EU~TIEpa[vETal OTl ~E T~V ~Eao60
aUT~ AuvovTal ola~opa TIpOpA~~aTa, OTIWS Ol oEla~lX€S avaypa~€s OE
ETIlAEY~EV~ TIEPlOX~ xal ~ To~oypa~(a T~S aTIOapEo~s.
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INTRODUCTION

Time field and interval boundary velocity methods are
successfully employed in studies of the horizontal inhomogeneity
of a medium and for predictions of its material composition. For
certain groups of rocks, seismic wave velocities are similar or
identical.
For their separation,
additional criteria are
necessary. We examine the possibility of using attenuation
factors based on dynamic characteristics of recordings in studies
of horizontal inhomogeneities.
Compared with velocities, attenuation factors are much more
sensitive to a change of the chemical composition and the
physical properties of rocks. In the range of frequencies from
10 to 100 Hz attenuation factors vary in a broad range from 1 x
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10- 5 (crystalline rocks) to 5 x 10- 1 (loose sand-clay rocks),
where as velocities in this group of rocks vary from 0,8 (loose
sand-clay rocks) to 6-8 Km/s (crystalline rocks) (Berzon, et al.
1952) .
Because of the low accuracy (on the order of 10%) of dynamic
calibration of seismic detector channels, the accuracy of
determination of the boundary attenuation factor G'lb does not
exceed 10%. On the other hand, the boundary velocity Vb can be
determined within 1-3%. However, even taking this difference into
consideration, the attenuation factor should be useful for such
studies.
A method of the fields or refracted wave amplitudes has been
developed for analysis of horizontal inhomogeneities of the
medium on the basis of refracted wave attenuation factors
(Doubrovina,et al.1991).
The method rests on Riznichenko I s idea of seismic waVe
intensity fields (Riznichenko, 1954). On the assumption that the
medium is isotropic and that wave energy is propagated along
rays,
Riznichenko formulated and solved the problem of
determining seismic waves amplitudes within the medium if the
travel time curves and amplitUdes of displacements at the Earth's
surface are stipulated. On the assumption of homogeneity of the
covering layer
(v=const,
p=const)
the expression for the
amplitUdes field has the following form:

lJ1A2~1J1Al- ~
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where A2 is wave amplitude at the surface (at the point M), ~,
is the amplitude of the wave within the medium (at the point M,),
v is the velocity of seismic wave propagation in the medium, G'l
is the absorption coefficient (Riznichenko, 1954).
Our objective was to apply the Yu.V.Riznichenko's theory of
amplitude fields
for determining the boundary absorption
coefficient for head waves in a study of horizontal medium
inhomogeneity. The essence of the proposed method is as follows:
having the amplitudes of the refracted (head) waves at the
surface and taking into account the divergence and absorption of
seismic waves from the surface to the refracting boundary, it is
possible to proceed from the amplitudes of displacements at the
surface to the amplitUdes of displacements at the refracting
boundary, and then, excluding divergence of a wave glacing along
the boundary, to determine the boundary absorption coefficients.
The boundary absorption coefficient G'lb of a head wave is a
physical parameter of the medium characterizing the decrease in
amplitude of a wave glancing along the boundary per unit path
length.
By analogy with the interval boundary velocity we introduce
the concept of an interval boundary absorption coefficient: G'lb . t
is the absorption coefficient obtained on a definite horizont~1
base along the refracting boundary. A conversion from G'lb to G'lb "nt
is necessary in study of horizontally inhomogenious media. The
interval boundary absorption coefficient is determined on a base
d egual to the diagonal of a rhombus formed by a system of
counter isochronal lines on a refracting boundary; d = t..tu b. int ,
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~t is the isochronal line interval.
In order to determine the Ct b values along a refracting
boundary it is necessary to know the amplitudes at points on the
investigated boundary (amplitudes of the glancing wave). We
obtain them using formula (1). The amplitude of the displacements
at the boundary, similarly to the amplitude at the surface, is
determined by wave absorption and divergence along the boundary.

where

Aoe -~b (xb-xitl,b l

A g1 (x b )

(2 )

Rb(Xb )

where A 1 is the amplitude of the glancing wave; x b is the
horizonEal coordinate along the boundary;
A0 contains all the
•
•
terms not dependant on x b ; a b 1S the boundary absorpt1on
coefficient; Rb is wave divergence along the boundary; x. b is the
initial point of the head wave at the boundary (x. b,n,= Xi /2,
where x in is the initial point of the head wave) .
In,
n
From (2) we find an expression for the boundary absorption
coefficient:
fJ.

b =

d lnA g1 (X b )
dx b

d lnRb(xb )
dxb

( 3)

It was shown that the expression for the divergence of a head
wave along the boundary had the following form:
R b (x

2

b

) =xb (
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(4)
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SUbstituting (4) into formula (3), we obtain an expression for
the absorption coefficient along the refracting boundary:
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dxb

dx b

An algorithm was written and a program was prepared for
applying a time field and amplitude field method making it
possible to obtain the section of the refracting boundary,
interval boundary velocities, and interval boundary absorption
coefficients.
A number
of blocks
of
the
POINT program
(Yepinat'yeva, A.M., et al. 1982) were used in preparing the
algorithm and program. Counter travel time curves and amplitude
curves of head waves area were used as initial data.
The travel time curves and A(X) dependencies were computed
for two types of models: with a constant value of the interval
boundary absorption coefficient (model 1) and with a variable
Ctb ' t (with a horizontal change of Ct b i t ' either linear (model 2)
oi"'quadratic (model 3). The comput~tions indicated that the
deviation of the computed values of the boundary absorption
coefficient from the stipulated values does not exceed 1% for a
constant absorption coefficient (model 1), 2% for a linear Ctb
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change (model 2), and 3% for a quadratic change (model 3).
Field data, obtained in Russia, Kazakhstan, UZbekistan by
correlational refracted wave method/deep seismic sounding wi~h
standard observation systems, were taken for analysis by using
the method of amplitude fields. Vibrations were recorded in the
frequency band of 5-15 Hz. Counter travel time curves of head
waves were tied in using reciprocal
points; the amplitudes were
monitored. The static corrections for all the used travel time
curves and amplitude curves were further corrected in order to
exclude the influence of the upper part of the section. The
correction method is described in Doubrovina, and Litvin, (1990).
Figures 1-3 illustrate experimental data processing. In
order to understand the physicql meaning of the anomalies of the
attenuation factor, we undertook a combined interpretation of the
curves of 0b· t(x), u b
(X), and Z (X). The curves of interval
boundary abs6~ption co'~ftficients and interval boundary velocities
were averaged by seven points in a moving window. With such
averaging,
random
interference
is
eliminated,
regular
interference is weakened, and horizontal inhomogeneities with
dimensions of a few kilometers are isolated, which corresponds
to the actual resolution power of the method.
A comparison of the curves of interval boundary absorption
coefficients and interval boundary velocities shows that,
usually, an inverse correlation is observed.
We have anlysed all the profiles in order to see which of
the anomalies of 0b and u b are caused by tectonic disruptions
along the refracting boundary, which by vertical contacts in the
refracting layer, and which by a variation of the composition of
rocks in the refracting layer (Doubrovina, 1991).
Figures 1-3 show dowonthrow-type tectonic faults obtained
as a result of combined interpretation of the plots of <ob,int
(X»7' <u b int (X»7 and z(X). These tectonic faults are confirmed
by geologic sections. For all the profiles, the amplitudes of
attenuation factor anomalies increased with the downthrow
amplitudes and with growing gradient of boundary velocities in
the contact region.
By using the results of physical modelling vertical contacts
along refracting boundaries were identified on the basis of the
plots of <ob,lnt (X) >7"
The cause of the 0b anomalies, which were not confirmed by
the presence of tectonic faults and vertical contacts along the
refracting boundary
can be some variation of the physical
composition and physical properties of the rocks of the
refractinq layer.
In a medium with a sloping boundary, a tendency is observed
for a gradual decrease of the boundary attenuation factor ~ith
the increasing occurrence depth of the refracting boundary, while
0b grows with decreasing occurrence depth (see Figs.1-3).
The correlations between interval boundary velocities and
interval boundary absorption coefficients of refracted waves are
illustrated by the composite chart in Fig.4 compiled for these
profi les" The chart indicates that the general relationship
between absorption coefficients and propagation velocities of
seismic wave-the decrease of attenuation factors with increasing
velocity-that follows from physical considerations is genrally
confirmed. On the other hand, the figure shows also that
I
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sometimes a given velocity corresponds to different absorption
coefficients. This is indicative of a high sensitivity of
attenuation factors to inhomogeneities of the medium as compared
with velocities and confirms the utility of attenuation factors
of seismic waves as a tool for horizontal inhomogeneity study .
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Fig.l. Interval boundary attenuation factors, interval boundary
velocities, and section of the refracting boundary for the
Kaskelian profile (Kazakhstan): 1) tectonic downthrow-type
faults; 2) vertical contact .
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Fig.2. Interval boundary attenuation factors, interval boundary
velocities, and section of the refracting boundary for the
Farab-Tamdybulak profile (Uzbekistan). Notations as in
Fig.1.
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Fig.3. Interval boundary attenuation factors,

interval boundary
velocities, and section of the refracting boundary for the
Temirtau-Kuybyshev profile (Kazakhstan). Notations as in
Fig.1.
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Interval boundary attenuation factor as a
interval boundary velocity.

Fig.4.
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